
A LIFE UPSIDE DOWN

Chapter: 990
The base of the fourth group in the third corner of Xuanyuan has the
smallest area and the least tilted resources. There is no way, who makes the
fourth group the highest in Xuanyuan three. The weak group.
They were chatting inside. Suddenly, the door of the base was kicked open
violently. They were all startled. Then, they saw Changfeng, Qinglang, and
Agni, and they immediately cursed.
“Chang Feng, you three defeated generals, dare you to come to our fourth
team? We haven’t been taught enough by our instructors, right?”
“It hasn’t been long since then, have you forgotten the lesson just now?”
“From my point of view, They are itchy, hahaha…”
Dozens of people in the fourth group laughed loudly. Lin Ziming supported
them, and now they are not afraid even if they face the Fangs group. I even
dared to ridicule.
But immediately, when the three of Changfeng drew away and Zhao Xia
from behind walked up, they immediately opened their eyes, their mocking
voices abruptly stopped, and there was fear on their faces.
“The instructor of the Fang Team, Zhao Xia!”
They immediately recognized Zhao Xia, and their scalp was numb in an
instant. They didn’t dare to look at Zhao Xia straightly. It’s too big, I don’t
know how many S-level difficulty tasks have been completed, and how
many contributions have been made to the three places of Xuanyuan,
especially Zhao Xia’s unfathomable cultivation base, I heard that he has
reached the third stage of the Innate Realm!
As soon as Zhao Xia came out, the huge fourth group was silent, and
everyone took two steps back.
“Your fourth team is capable, even my Zhao Xia soldiers dare to mock, yes,
very good!” Zhao Xia said with a cold face, his eyes flashed across the faces
of all the fourth team. The awe-inspiring majesty made all of them numb
their scalp and even swing their legs.
The shadow of the famous tree of people, Zhao Xia’s reputation in the three
places of Xuanyuan is really too famous.
When Zhao Xia saw that they were afraid to let go of their farts, shivering,
he made no secret of his contempt, and said: “Call out your new instructor, I
will see how good he is. Teach my soldiers for me!”
He yelled, majestic, and the sky thunder rolled, just like the thunder
descending to the ground, which actually caused an echo in the fourth
group’s base.
People in the fourth group felt Zhao Xia’s anger and became even more
frightened. Someone quickly walked out and said, “Our instructor has
gone.”
“Go?” Zhao Xia frowned, he probably felt it. Suddenly, I did not feel the
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breath of the strong, and I was immediately dissatisfied, “Where did he go!”
“Our instructor went home. He only came to the base two or three times a
month. He left after coaching today and went home. ”
Yes, instructor Zhao, our instructor is not here…”
Zhao Xia could see that they were not lying, so he snorted coldly,
particularly dissatisfied, with cold eyes, “tell your instructor, This Liangzi
has formed, so he must go to the base of my Fangs team to apologize before
tomorrow, otherwise, I will let him not eat and walk around!”
After saying this, he looked at the soldiers of the fourth team coldly. ,
Turned and left.
As he left, all the members of the fourth group breathed a sigh of relief. At
the same time, they also began to worry. Lin Ziming offended Zhao Xia.
With Zhao Xia’s character, Lin Ziming’s fate is afraid. It’s miserable.
“Oh! Instructor Lin is in trouble this time…” Daniel sighed heavily, his face
full of worry.
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